


     Specializing in  creative direction and character design/fabrication, Daniel has illustrated, sculpted, and dressed an array 

of creatures and their environments for attractions, events, theater, film and television.  

 

     His career took off at an early age  when he discovered his love of theater and Halloween. Those two passions led him to a 

bachelors degree in Theatre Arts at San Diego State University.  He then studied as an apprentice at Masters FX Studios in 

Hollywood working on props and makeup effects for shows like Off the Map, True Blood and 1313 Mockingbird Lane.  

 

     After two years at Masters FX he began work at New Deal Studios in Santa Monica creating miniature sets for major motion 

pictures  such as Battleship and The Dark Knight. Since then his career has taken off leading him to fabricate everything from 

storyboards to creature prosthetics for HBO,  Showtime, NBC, Diablo Light Opera, Halloween Horror Nights, Lifetime 

Network, Dark Harbor, Grinchmas and more.   

 

     He has worked on the Emmy award winning teams of American Horror Story,  My Haunted House and Sleepy Hollow. Most 

recently he has returned from leading the creative direction on upcoming theme parks in Dubai and is now focused on a 

career in haunt and theme park industries. His love of guest experiences and passion for detail make him an asset to any 

design team. Thank you for taking the time to review this portfolio. 



Education 

•BA in Theatre from San Diego State University 

• Walt Disney World professional internship  

•Masters FX professional internship 

  

Special Skills 

•Special effects makeup fabrication & application 

•Costume, environment & character rendering 

• Story boarding 

•Mold making & casting/Sculpting 

•Crafting, knitting, sewing, screen printing  

• Fabric dyeing 

•Miniature & scale model design & fabrication 

• Small scale taxidermy 

•Wig ventilation & hair punching/Fur lying & styling 

•Scenic design, painting/Wood working & scenic carpentry 

•Graphic & logo design 

• Calligraphy and sign art 

 • Puppetry and puppet fabrication 

 

Computer Programs 

•Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator, Keynotes, InDesign,  

Floor Planner, SAI Paint Tool, Microsoft Word,  

Excel & Power Point. Proficient in both Windows  

and Mac platforms. Type speed – 65 WPM. 

 

  

  

Creative Direction Experience 
  

Riva Creative USA / Los Angeles, CA and Dubai, UAE / 2014-2015 

Creative & Artistic Director 

 

     •Designed 14 theme park rides and attractions, common areas and restaurants. 

 

     •Directed teams of artists & craftsmen to create unique guest experiences for a 

middle eastern based audience. 

 

      •Relocated for a year during the park’s reconstruction to oversee install of the rides 

and attractions 

 

Pelagius Films / Los Angeles, CA / 2013 

Character Designer & Creative Director 

 

     •Designed feature characters for Pelagius’ holiday film. 

 

     •Reworked existing characters in Photoshop and Illustrator to strengthen the cast.  

  

Touch Media / Los Angeles, CA / 2012 - 2013 

Illustrator/Creative Director 

 

     •Worked digitally to design characters, logos, buttons, etc. for Apple IOS  apps. 

 

     •Consistently achieved deadlines, ensuring deliverables were received on time. 

 

Games on the Down-low / Austin, TX / 2011 -2013 

Prop, Environment and Character Designer 

 

     •Conceptualized environments and their inhabitants for a variety of video game 

worlds. 

 

     •Worked closely with designers and app producers to create  

the perfect game elements and animations. 

 

     •Consulted artists and designers on layouts and styling. 

  

 Daniel Hirsch 
Creative Director & Designer 

(925) 428-7715 

danielalanhirsch@yahoo.com    

www.HirschArt.com 



Design Experience 
  

Universal Halloween Horror Nights / Hollywood, CA / 2013-2015 

Art Director and Props Artisan 

 

     •Constructed and refurbished props from renderings for specific, 

licensed mazes including Evil Dead, The Walk Dead and Terror Tram. 

  

Wedding Nouveau Magazine / Hollywood, CA / 2012-2013 

Set Designer and Art Director 

 

     •Fabricated and selected props/set dressings for photo shoots      

specializing in fusion weddings and events along side the senior art 

director. 

  

 •Worked along side the magazines creator on location for the shoot to 

rapidly change scenes between shots. 

 

Dark Harbor on the Queen Mary / Long Beach, CA / 2012-2013 

Sr. Art Director and Designer 

 

 •Designed characters, mazes and photo ops for a variety of attractions 

around the property. 

 

     •Sculpted props in oil clay then cast their corresponding molds.  

Painted scenery and dressed sets then fabricated set dressing and 

environmental elements for use in various, high-traffic, mazes. 

  

New Deal Studios / Santa Monica, CA / 2011-2012 

Resident Model Maker and Designer 

 

     •Constructed miniature coral reef elements for a scale model 

tropical reed for the major motion picture, Battleship. 

 

     •Painted and sanded the Batmobile alongside fellow painters 

for the movie the Dark Knight Rises. 

 

                                  Several references are available upon request. 

Special Effects Experience 
  

My Haunted House, Lifetime Movies/ Hollywood, CA / 2015 

Special Effects Artist 

 

     •Created two rat poisoned/child ghost looks for Lifetime’s feature 

film “My Haunted House. 

 

AHS Coven & Sleepy Hollow, Prologue Films/ 2012-2013 

Special Effects Dept. Head 

 

     •Created an open wound stitched mouth prosthetic, pentagram burn 

prosthetic and other bloody effects for the opening credits. 

 

     •Recreated the look of the Sandman character for the opening 

credits. 

 

Hunger Pains the Movie/ Hollywood, CA / 2013 

Special Effects Dept. Head 

 

     •Fabricated three zombie looks to represent three different stages of 

decay, one with his mouth completely ripped off. 

   

1313 Mockingbird Lane/ Universal City, CA / 2012 

Shop Coordinator, Masters FX 

 

     •Painted and styled stich wound prosthetic transfers for Herman 

Munster. 

 

True Blood/ Hollywood, CA / 2010-2012 

Shop Coordinator, Masters FX 

 

     •Prepped makeup applications , kits, etc.  

and prepped special effects props and  

prosthetics. 





       Makeup design 

and application for two 

new movies releasing 

in 2016. 

 

Makeup tests are 

shown above. 

 

       A visual created by me and my team in Photoshop for an 

upcoming indoor virtual theme park, Hub Zero, opening in 

Dubai in 2016. The lobby and common spaces were re-

conceptualized and designed by me and my team of art 

directors. 

 



       A visual created by me and my team in Photoshop for an 

upcoming Battlefield themed dark ride for DICE/ EA Games 

that I creative directed and designed.  

 



   A high intensity robo-coaster ride based on the role playing game Dragon Age by EA. I worked with EA to develop 

and creative direct the facade, interior queue and characters for this exciting new attraction opening in Dubai in late 

2015. Me and my team used CGI models and Photoshop along with imported textures to fabricate the visuals of the 

design below. 



       Visuals created by me in Photoshop for a Nitrogen Ice Cream truck 

and green screen photo op. Used photo comp techniques and filter to 

accurately portray the architect’s renders. 

 



       Visuals created by me and my team in Photoshop for an 

upcoming indoor manga theme park, Shōjo Center, opening in 

Dubai in 2018. The facade and attractions were designed by me and 

my team of art directors. 

 



       Visuals created by me in Photoshop for the Russian FIFA world 

cup countdown ceremony. I conceptualized and designed the stage and 

center piece for the approaching ceremonies in 2018. 



Sketch visuals created by hand and digitally colored to illustrate the mood and style of 

the Santa’s Cabin Attraction at The Queen Mary’s Chill event in Long Beach, CA. The 

cabin was to function as a photo op, story time nook, and play space for guests at the 

event. 



   Visuals for two Grinchmas 2015 photo ops at Universal Studios. Each was 

sketched by hand in traditional Seuss style then scanned into Photoshop and 

Illustrator for color and shading.  



   Visuals for two Grinchmas 2015 photo ops at Universal Studios. Each was 

sketched by hand in traditional Seuss style then scanned into Photoshop and 

Illustrator for color and shading.  





Posters that were conceptualized, character designed and 

creative directed by me for The Vortex, an upcoming, high 

intensity thrill-ride opening in the UAE in Summer 2016.  

 

The posters were used in place of a preshow to portray the 

ride’s story and control mechanisms to guests. 



   Logos designed in Illustrator and Photoshop for PopCap’s new  

play space and for Square Enix’s latest attraction opening in Dubai, 

UAE. These signs acted as marquees to draw in guests and guide 

them toward to proper queues. Each was fabricated using a variety of 

materials such as LED, Lucite, MDF and fiberglass. 



       Illustration work for Bitter Sweet Greeting Cards. This 

series consists of over 20 designs featuring retro, mod 

characters in humorous and cynical situations. Each card was 

drawn by hand then traced and colored digitally in Photoshop. 

The line releases early 2016. 



   Character design work for a custom 

illustration job. A robot was created to 

represent each member of a running team 

in Los Angeles.  

 

   Each personality trait was to be captured 

by the robot in a custom piece per team 

member. I illustrated each character  by 

hand then scanned and traced them in 

Photoshop, with after effects added. 



   Logos and posters designed for a 

variety of live stage shows as well as 

shops and companies.  





       A character I designed in 

Photoshop for DICE/EA 

Games for an upcoming 

Battlefield themed dark ride. 

 

    Worked with the client and 

the IP holder to get the 

original digital render on 

brand with their guidelines 

and regulations. Followed 

color matching techniques in 

style guides to get the image 

perfect. 

 

Before Photoshop                    After 

   

 



   Character designs for a new movie about a troll that lives under 

a bridge in Los Angeles. Used a combinations of sketches and 

Photoshop over the actors headshot to establish the character and 

then worked with the makeup artist to finalize the look. 



   Character designs for the Freak Show at The Queen Mary’s Dark Harbor. 

Each design was hand illustrated and then textured in Photoshop. I then 

worked with the costume and makeup designer to finalize and adjust the 

looks for the event. 



       Makeup designs and 

applications for two new 

movies releasing in 2016. 

 

The first is for a comedy 

about a man living with a 

demon as a roommate. 

 

The second if about a 

lantern ghost that haunts 

an old train station in 

Arizona. 

 

Makeup tests are shown 

above. 

 



Commissioned art that was hand drawn and digitally 

embellished for a private party. These illustrations 

were based on the characters in Disneyland’s Haunted 

Mansion ride.  



   Character designs for a clay-mation Christmas 

special being released by Pelagious Entertainment 

in 2017 about how Santa Claus met Mrs. Claus. Each 

was hand sketched and digitally colored in.  





   Set dressing and prop 

sourcing for Wedding 

Nouveau magazine. 

 

Co-dressed sets on location 

for a stylized shoot featuring 

a Moroccan - Parisian hybrid 

wedding. 



       Design and visuals created by me and my team in Photoshop and 

3D Studio Max for an upcoming retro restaurant opening in the UAE.. 



Set dressing and design for Cloud B Sleep Products. Art directed and 

dressed the set in an interchangeable, unisex style that could easily be 

adapted to any product. 



   Interior staging and designs created for model homes through the 

Avanti Group in San Diego, CA. Each home’s designed was sketched by 

myself and a team of renderers after which I led the sourcing and 

staging of furniture, props, and lighting. 

Interior Design Group 



   Interior staging and designs created for model homes through the 

Avanti Group in San Diego, CA. Each home’s designed was sketched by 

myself and a team of renderers after which I led the sourcing and 

staging of furniture, props, and lighting. 

Interior Design Group 



       The Séance Room in The Haunted Dollhouse. This room 

features a glowing crystal ball, a flickering fireplace, a Victorian 

portrait of my mother and father and over 75 miniature props 

and set pieces all in 1:12 scale. 



   Ambience props created for the Voodoo Garden at the 

House of Blues restaurant in Louisiana. Each was displayed 

in various curio cabinets around the cafe alongside 

sourced props and set dressing. 



   Handmade potion bottles fabricated for 

Curious Circus, a custom curio shop I own on 

Etsy. The bottles have been featured in 

multiple television, stage and film productions 

as well as in art galleries world wide.  



       Miniature  props and furniture created by me for a personal project entitled The 

Haunted Dollhouse. The dollhouse features eight rooms, a detailed facade and an 

attachable graveyard with animated 1:12 scale props. The house has toured around 

California being exhibited in art museums, store fronts and conventions. It is fully 

electric and features over 500 miniature props. 





   Various sketches of characters for personal projects and 

art installations. 



   Character designs for 

two different Adult Swim 

pilots (Supa and The 

Rose Pimp) illustrated 

and conceptualized  

by me. 

  

Each pilot will be  

airing in 2016. 



   Various sketches of characters for personal 

 projects and art installations. 



   Various sketches of characters for personal projects and 

art installations. 



   Various sketches of characters for personal projects and 

art installations. 


